### Related Issue 3
**To what extent does globalization contribute to sustainable prosperity for all people?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter and Chapter Issue</th>
<th>Chapter Inquiry Questions</th>
<th>Chapter Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9 To what extent did world events shape contemporary economic globalization? | What does economic globalization mean?  
How did 20th-century world events shape contemporary economic globalization?  
What factors laid the foundations of contemporary global economics? | Explores the meaning of economic globalization  
Develops understandings of how global events in the 20th century have affected contemporary economic globalization  
Explores how the legacies of historical globalization laid the foundation for contemporary economic globalization |
| 10 To what extent do contemporary factors contribute to expanding globalization? | What factors contribute to expanding globalization?  
How do international agreements and organizations contribute to expanding globalization?  
How do transnational corporations contribute to expanding globalization?  
How do communication technologies contribute to expanding globalization? | Explores global factors that contributed to the rapid expansion of globalization  
Explores various points of view and perspectives on trade liberalization and free trade  
Develops understandings of the effects of transnational corporations on the expansion of globalization  
Develops understandings of the effects of contemporary communication technologies on the expansion of globalization |
| 11 To what extent does globalization affect sustainability? | What does sustainability mean?  
How are globalization and sustainability related?  
Have efforts to promote sustainability been successful? | Explores the idea and meaning of ecological footprint.  
Explores various points of view and perspectives on sustainability  
Develops understandings of the relationship between sustainability and globalization  
Explores understandings of the actions of governments, corporations, groups, and individuals in promoting sustainability and globalization |
| 12 To what extent can globalization bring sustainable prosperity to all people? | What is sustainable prosperity?  
What political and economic challenges and opportunities are associated with globalization?  
What choices are associated with sustainable prosperity? | Explores various points of view and perspectives on the meaning of prosperity  
Develops understandings of sustainable prosperity and sustainable development  
Develops understandings of the relationship among people, the land, globalization, and sustainable prosperity |